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Abstract. It is well known that
the climate of the world of
ame of Thrones is chaotic; the
durations of the seasons are es
sentially unpredictable whatever
the quackscientists of ings and
ing may try to tell you about
predicting the onset of winter,
and
the
seasons
last
several
years. In this paper, inspired by
the terrible weather on the way
here to ldtown, I attempt to
understand and explain this fas
cinating and mysterious climate.
I start by presenting observa
tional evidence from various an
cient manuscripts from the itadel
ibrary, and then, with the aid of
a limate odel, present a theory
for the changing seasons based
on variations in the orbit of the
planet around the Sun. I then
explore the implications of this
theory for phenomena such as the
likely attack plans of invading
dragon hordes from Essos, the
dominance of the seas by the Iron
Fleet, the hibernation zones of
hite alkers in summer, and the
trading routes between esteros
and the Free cities across the ar
row Sea. Following this, I compare
the climate of various regions in

;

limateSamwell

the world of ame of Thrones with
those of the real Earth, and show
that the climate of The all in win
ter resembles very closely that
of apland in SwedenFinland, and
Fairbanks, Alaska, whereas the cli
mate of asterly ock, home of the
scheming annisters, resembles that
of hangsha in hina, and Houston,
Texas. Finally, I make a predic
tion of the limate Sensitivity of
the world of ame of Thrones, the
amount of global warming that
would occur if concentrations
of greenhouse gases in the atmo
sphere were to be doubled due
to the recent increase in car
bon dioxide and methane emissions
from dragons, and the excessive
use of wildfire. I show that this
warming would likely be accom
panied by sea level rise that
could lead to the inundation
of coastal cities, including the
outskirts of ings anding which
may be a good thing unless you
are unfortunate enough to live
there.
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Introduction

The
itadel
library
of
ldtown
holds some ancient manuscripts in
its collections that provide ob
servational evidence for the cli
mate of the world of the ame
of Thrones. Here I first summarise
some of this evidence. There are
several manuscripts that tell of
the severity of autumn storms: in
ter storms are worse, but autumns
are more frequent artin, 1998a,
p245; Autumn is a bad season for
storms artin, 2011a, p590; The seas
are dangerous, and never more so
than in autumn artin, 2011b, p353;
Have the autumn storms begun yet
artin, 2000, p346. Hidden between
copies of attles I have won by
Jaime annister and A history of
Tyrions lovers the two largest
books in the library, there are
manuscripts that tell tales of
the daily temperature cycles: In
Volantis, the nights were almost
as hot as the days artin, 2011a, p101.
f course, there are also records
of the severity and extent of
winters in esteros: ...this great
summer done last. Ten years, two
turns, and sixteen days it lasted
artin, 1998b, p5.
There have also been several the
ories postulated for the causes
of the changing seasons. These in
clude winter being caused by re
duced carbon dioxide concentra
tion era, 2014, increased volcanic
activity Semyorka_, 2017, decreased
sunspot
activity
ew
ork
Post,
2016, decreased ocean circulation
strength Farnsworth and Stone,
2015, changes to the planets or
bit around the Sun e.g. augh
lin,
2013;
Delcke,
2015,
or
just
plain magic artin, 2015. However,
few of these theories are con
sistent
with
the
observational
evidence
highlighted
above.
In
addition,
the
carbon
dioxide,
volcanic, ocean circulation, and
sunspot theories all fail to ex
plain the fact that winters cor
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respond to shorter day length
artin, 2011a, p531.
Therefore, in this paper I ex
plore more closely the climate
of world of ame of Thrones, fo
cusing on the orbital theory. To
do this, I make use of a limate
odel that was installed on a com
puting machine that I found in
the cellars of the itadel luck
ily I learned how to code when
I was back in Horn Hill avoiding
sword practice. Furthermore, I
make some comparisons with a fic
tional planet called the real
Earth, whose climate is described
in detail in manuscripts that illy
discovered in the itadel library
IP, 2013.
The aims of this paper are:
To demonstrate the flexibil
ity of climate models, arising
from their basis in fundamental
science.
To explain a theory for the
extended seasons, and discuss
the resulting climate and its
implications in the context of
the world of ame of Thrones.
To assess the sensitivity of the
world of ame of Thrones to a
doubling of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere, and some of
the potential impacts of such
an increase.
2
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limate models are computer pro
grams that are designed to sim
ulate the weather and climate.
They are based on the fundamen
tal equations of fluid mechanics
the movement of fluids such as
air and water. limate models solve
these equations by breaking the
atmosphere and ocean up into a
network of gridboxes, somewhat
like lego blocks, that cover the
planet and extend up into the
atmosphere and down in the ocean.
A climate model calculates the
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flows of heat and momentum speed
and
mass
between
these
grid
boxes, stepping forward in time
as they go. The size of the grid
boxes is termed the resolution
of the model; smaller gridboxes
give more detail higher resolu
tion, and larger gridboxes give
less detail lower resolution. The
available computing power deter
mines how small the gridboxes
can be made. However, some cli
mate processes such as clouds,
downdraughts in thunderstorms,
and
small
circulations
in
the
ocean occur on scales smaller
than
the
size
of
a
typical
model gridbox. These processes
have to be approximated in the
model, often based on observa
tions of their average behaviour
in the real world. Different cli
mate models give different re
sults to each other primarily
because these approximations, or
parameterisations, can be repre
sented in several different ways.
For my experiments, I used the
it3 model itadel oupled odel ver
sion 3, Valdes et al., 2017. It has a
resolution of 3.75◦ in longitude
by 2.5◦ in latitude, equivalent to
about 400×275 km at the equator.
n the computing machine in the
cellars of the itadel www.bris
tol.ac.ukacrc, the it3 model can
simulate about 200 years of cli
mate per real day.
ecause climate models are based
on fundamental scientific princi
ples, they can be used to simu
late any planet real or imag
ined.
However,
there
are
some
important characteristics of a
planet and its solar system that
the
model
cannot
predict
it
self, but need to be provided
by the programmer. These char
acteristics are called boundary
conditions, and include aspects
such as the positions of the con
tinents, the depth of the ocean,
the height and positions of moun
tains, the concentration of atmo
spheric greenhouse gases such as
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carbon dioxide, the strength of
the sun, and the characteristics
of the planets orbit around its
sun.
1

Figure 1. The map of the nown orld
artin, 2012, overlain with my tracing
of continental outline black lines,
mountains red regions and hills blue
regions. arth is placed at the cen
tre artin, 1998b, p383; the vertical and
horizontal black lines show the re
sulting extent of the globe. utside
of the nown orld the continents are
of my own invention.

For
my
climate
model
simula
tions, I created many of these
boundary conditions using a map
of the nown orld artin, 2012 that
illy found in the itadel library
inside a longlost copy of it
tlefingers accounts. It is well
known from legend that the city
of arth is the center of the
world, the gate between north
and south, the bridge between
east and west artin, 1998b, p383, so
I placed arth at the center of
the planet, traced the continen
tal outlines and mountains and
hills,
and
invented
continents
outside the nown orld Figure
1.
I then converted this into a
digital form that can be input
to the climate model, as a se
ries of gridboxes of resolution
0.5◦ longitude by 0.5◦ latitude.
I assumed that mountains had an
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. a Highresolution 0.5◦ longitude ×0.5◦ latitude mountain height for
the whole planet. b odelresolution 3.75◦ longitude ×2.5◦ latitude mountain
height for the region of esteros and western Essos. ote the difference
in colour scale between a and b.
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average height of 2000m, hills an
average height of 1000m, coastal
regions a height of 20m, and all
other land an average height
of 100m. I then added a random
height of 1000m, 500m, 10m, and 90m
respectively to each box. I also
assumed that the ocean depth in
creased with distance from the
coast, to a maximum depth of
4000m. The resulting map, or dig
ital elevation model is shown in
Figure 2a. This then has to be
interpolated to the same reso
lution as the climate model; re
sulting finally in the boundary
condition shown in Figure 2b. ote
that some information is lost in
going from the high resolution
to the low resolution. However,
some of the highresolution infor
mation is retained by the model
for use in the representation of
gravity waves in the upper atmo
sphere, without which the model
would not give a good represen
tation of atmospheric flow.
The model was originally set
up with values of the planet

radius, rotation rate, incoming
sunlight, and orbit around the
Sun, appropriate for the real
Earth some of these were then
modified later, see Section 3.
The model requires initialisation
from a starting point. The at
mospheric initialisation is fairly
unimportant in this case, as the
atmosphere adjusts to the bound
ary conditions very quickly, on
the order of months. However,
the ocean initial condition is im
portant because the ocean takes
much longer to adjust, typically
longer
than
can
be
simulated
even on a supercomputing machine.
Here, I chose to initialise the
model ocean in the same way as
some previous work investigating
the real Earth under past cli
mate conditions unt et al., 2016,
with relatively warm ocean tem
peratures in the equatorial and
polar regions of 32◦ and 11◦ re
spectively. ote that the experi
mental design is very similar to
that of rown 2013.
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The first model simulation was
started with the boundary and
initial conditions described above,
and set to run for 100 years.
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Unfortunately, the first run of
the model simulated a total of
3 months of climate before crash
ing. The crash occurred because
the model generated negative
mass in the atmosphere, due to
superhigh strength winds that
removed all the air from one of
the gridboxes. This happened be
cause the ocean literally boiled
at the south pole, because the
ocean current strength was too
large for the relatively small
size of the gridboxes in that
region. This problem was overcome
by applying a form of smoothing
to the south polar ocean. This
was originally turned on in the
north polar ocean in the model,
but not in the south, because
the original model was set up
for the real Earth with land
Antarctica at the south pole.
ith this smoothing in place, the
model simulated 100 years of cli
mate. I then ran an additional 100
years, but including an extra com
ponent in the model that allows
it to predict the vegetation
of the planet whereas for the
first 100 years, the model was set
up with the whole world covered
in grass, similar to the Dothraki
Sea.
The resulting climate looked
reasonable, but at this stage the
model was not set up with the
extended seasons of the world
of ame of Thrones, but was set
up for a world with four sea
sons in a single year. That is
because
in
the
original
model
the tilt of the spinning axis
of the planet was at a fixed
angle throughout the year, as
in the real Earth Figure 3a; it
is the spinning that gives day
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and night, the tilt that gives
seasons, and a year is defined as
the planet completing exactly
one orbit around the Sun. As a re
sult, the seasons change through
the year. ne way that seasons can
be made to last longer is to
allow this tilt of the spinning
axis to change throughout the
year, so that the Earth tumbles
on its spin axis, a bit like a
spinning top. If the Earth tum
bles exactly once in a single
year, then the spin axis always
points towards or away from the
Sun, and the winter or summer is
then permanent Figure 3b. This ex
tended winter or summer would
come to an end if the tilt
flipped such that the opposite
hemisphere pointed towards the
sun.
Therefore, I set up an exper
iment initialised from the end
of
the
200
years
already
simu
lated with the planet tumbling
on its axis in this way, to give
a permanent orthern Hemisphere
5 winter
and a permanent South
ern Hemisphere summer. This time,
the model simulated 3 years and
then
crashed.
This
was
because
the
model
developed
a
super
10 warm
Southern Hemisphere and a
supercold orthern Hemisphere Fig
ure 4, which led to such intense
winds that, as before, negative
mass was produced. In an attempt
15 to
overcome this issue, I short
ened the time period over which
the model steps forward in time
I reduced the timestep, allowing
40 the
model to simulate stronger
20 winds
without crashing. This en
abled the model to run an extra
few months, but it then crashed
again as the winds intensified even
45 further.
25
In order to reduce the tem
perature difference between the
winter and summer hemisphere, I
then decreased the tilt of the
50 spinning
axis of the planet the
obliquity from 23.5◦ the value in
the real Earth to 10◦ . This had
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Northern Hemisphere
winter

Northern Hemisphere
summer

Northern Hemisphere
winter

Northern Hemisphere
winter

365 days to orbit
around the Sun

365 days to orbit
around the Sun

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. onfiguration of Earths orbit for a the real Earth, in which the
angle of tilt of the spinning axis of the Earth stays constant through
the year, and b the world of the ame of Thrones, in which the tilt tumbles
as the planet rotates round the Sun, such that the angle of tilt changes,
so that the same Hemisphere always faces the Sun, giving a permanent season
permanent orthern Hemisphere winter for the case illustrated in b.

1

1
Large tilt –
strong seasons

Smaller tilt –
weaker seasons

@ClimateSamwell

Figure 5. earsurface air temperature,
3 years into the simulation with perma
nent orthern Hemisphere winter, with
an angle of tilt of rotation of
left 23.5◦ as in the real Earth, and
right 10◦ . The temperatures in the
left figure are identical to those
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. earsurface air temperature
◦
and 70mbar winds ms in an exper
iment with permanent orthern Hemi
sphere summer, 3 years into the simu
lation, just before it crashed. ote
that the temperature is close to
the boiling point of water in the
Southern Hemisphere. In this simula
tion, the angle of tilt of the
spinning axis the obliquity is 23.5◦ .
The legend shows the length of a
wind arrow corresponding to 50 ms.

the desired effect, giving a less
extreme winter in the orthern
Hemisphere and less extreme sum
mer in the Southern Hemisphere,
and the model ran happily for
10 years Figure 5.
I then set up an equivalent sim
ulation but with permanent orth

35

ern Hemisphere summer. These two
simulations
represent
my
final
best estimate of the climate of
the world of ame of Thrones. This
is illustrated in terms of tem
perature, rainfall and snowfall
precipitation, and surface pres
surewinds in Figure 6.
In terms of temperature, in win
ter Figure 6a much of the orth
is below freezing, but Dorne re
mains relatively warm, up to 30◦ .
There is also a west to east
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6. The orthern Hemisphere winter top row a,b,c and summer bottom
row d,e,f modelled climate, in terms of surface temperature ◦ ; left column
a,d precipitation mmday; middle column; b,e and surface pressure and winds
mbar; right column c,f.

5

10

change in temperature such that
the east of esteros is cooler
than the west. This is likely due
to the ocean circulation, which
is strong to the west of est
eros in the wide Sunset Sea, al
lowing transport of equatorial
heat towards the polar regions,
but is weak to the east of est
eros through the arrow Sea, re
sulting in cooler temperatures
to the east. In summer Figure
6d, only the high altitude Frost
fangs beyond The all remain below

55

freezing a potential hibernation
zone for the hite alkers in sum
mer
must remember to let the
ord ommander know, and the rest
of esteros is very warm, particu
larly The each and ings anding.
In terms of rainfall and snow
fall, in winter Figure 6b the
southern half of esteros is very
dry, with little rain or snowfall.
The north receives more precipi
tation, primarily in the form of
snow, in particular on the west
ern coastal regions near Stony
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Shore and The ills. This is caused
by intense storm tracks in the
Sunset Sea in winter, that result
in high precipitation when they
make landfall, in particular over
the hilly regions southwest of
interfell. In summer Figure 6e,
the southern regions of esteros
receive intense precipitation, as
they sit under the Intertropi
cal onvergence zone. As such, The
each is characterised by a strong
monsoonal climate, as is this beau
tiful city of ldtown maybe ex
plaining why this is a centre for
climate studies. Dorne, however,
remains very dry in both winter
and summer. eyond The all, there
is intense precipitation in summer,
associated with the high mountain
ranges of the Frostfangs lead
ing to ascent of air masses, and
condensation of water droplets
in the cooler air above.
In terms of surface pressure
and winds, in winter Figure 6c
there is a region of intense low
pressure to the west of north
ern esteros, and high pressure to
the west of central esteros. Asso
ciated with this are strong winds
that blow onshore in central es
teros, including in the Iron Is
lands; it is no wonder that the
Ironborn are such famed sailors,
having to contend with storms
of such severity. To the east
of esteros, there are strong
westerlies that blow across the
arrow Sea towards raavos, but
further south the situation is
reversed.
In
summer
Figure
6f
this whole system is reversed, with
winds blowing from raavos to The
Vale of Arryn but from Dorne to
Pentos. This may explain the sea
sonal dependence of the complex
trade routes across the arrow
Sea between the cities of est
eros and the Free ities of Essos.
It also means that any attack
on esteros whether by dragons,
or ships, or both, may come via
Dorne or Storms End in winter,
but via the Vale of Arryn, or
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even direct to ings anding, in
summer. Also in summer there is
55 an
intense low pressure north
ern polar cell, with associated
strong circumpolar westerlies in
the orth.
In terms of the transition be
tween the two seasons, my assump
tion is that the planet is fixed
in a permanent season over sev
eral years due to the tumbling
of the tilt of its spinning axis,
but that the tilt flips every
few years to give the opposite
season. The reason for this flip
is unclear, but may be a passing
comet, or just the magic of the
Seven or magic of the red ord
of ight if your name is elisandre.
It is of interest to compare
the climate of the world of
ame
of
Thrones
with
that
of
the real Earth. Following the
methodology of rown 2013, here
I identify those places in the
real Earth that have similar win
ter or summer climates to fa
miliar landmarks in esteros. For
the purposes of this work, I con
sider a similar climate to be one
that is within 3.5◦ in terms of
seasonal temperature, and within
about 0.4 mmday in terms of sea
sonal rainfallsnowfall. This analy
sis see Figure 7 shows that The
all in winter has a similar cli
mate to several regions in the
real Earth, including parts of
Alaska including Fairbanks, anada,
western reenland, and ussia. In ad
dition, there is a small region in
northern Sweden and Finland, en
compassing parts of apland, that
also has a similar winter climate
to that of the all I always sus
pected that aester St. icholas
was a member of the ights atch.
In a similar way, the analysis shows
that climate of asterly ock The
annisters stronghold is similar
to that of the Sahel and east
ern hina including hangsha. There
is also a small region very close
to Houston, Texas, that shares a
similar climate.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7. a,b,c lue regions show where on the real Earth is most like The
all in terms of winter rainfallsnowfall; reen regions show where on the
real Earth is most like The all in terms of winter temperature; and ed
regions show where on the real Earth is most like The all in terms of
winter rainfallsnowfall and temperature. c,d,e The same as a,b,c, but for
asterly ock in summer instead of The all in winter.
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Discussion

The theory presented above is
consistent with much of the obser
vational evidence available in the
itadel library. However, there are
some indications in the ancient
manuscripts that navigators have
used the stars as a guide; The
blue star in the dragons eye
pointed the way north artin, 2000,
p331. ith the proposed tumbling
orbit, the orth Star and South
ern Star would vary through
out a calendar year. For the
real Earth, a similar tumble but
on
much
longer
timescales
of
20,000 years results in changes to
the pole star, and in substan
tial changes to climate. These
observations could be reconciled
by postulating that the entire
heavens are also rotating at the

same rate as the planet tumbles
again, likely due to magic.
As with any prediction from a
single climate model, there are
uncertainties associated with this
work. As stated in the introduc
tion,
different
climate
models
can give differing results due
primarily to their differing rep
resentation of smallscale climate
features. To assess the robustness
of these results, other models
would have to repeat similar ex
periments. This is common practice
in climate science, and in partic
ular the oupled odel Intercom
parison Project Eyring et al., 2016
defines many climate modelling ex
periments that are carried out
by multiple groups. The spread
of model results in these exper
iments provides an assessment of
the uncertainty in a prediction,
and when many models agree on a
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result, we have high confidence
in their predictions. This form of
uncertainty assessment is a crit
ical component of the reports
of the Intergovernmental Panel
on limate hange Houghton et al.,
2001; Solomon et al., 2007; IP, 2013.
1

◦

Figure 8. Temperature change
given
a doubling of atmospheric carbon
dioxide, i.e. the limate Sensitivity
of the world of ame of Thrones.

10

15

20

There have been several recent
worrying reports from monitor
ing stations on the island of
ys that the concentrations of
methane and carbon dioxide in
the
atmosphere
are
increasing.
This is likely due to the re
cent increase in dragon popu
lation in Essos, the deforesta
tion of many regions associated
with the increase in shipbuilding
throughout esteros and Essos,
and the excessive use of wild
fire. It has been suggested that
increases in such greenhouse gases
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could lead to substantial warm
ing, and possible impacts on so
ciety and ecosystems. Here, I use
the climate model to carry out
an additional simulation with a
doubling of atmospheric carbon
dioxide. The resulting tempera
ture change given this doubling
in carbon dioxide is shown in Fig
ure 8. It can be seen that the
greatest warming is in the polar
regions
this is because the warm
ing there is amplified due to
seaice and snow melt, which de
creases the reflectivity of the
planet surface, leading to addi
tional warming, and hence more
melting a positive feedback. ut
side of the polar regions, warm
ing is in general greater on
land than over ocean, due in
part to the lower heat capac
ity of land that allows the land
surface to warm faster, and in
part due to the fact that the
land surface has a limited ability
to cool by evaporation in the
warmer climate.
limate Sensitivity is the global
average warming given a doubling
of
atmospheric
carbon
dioxide,
and is a commonlyused metric to
assess climate change. The value
of climate sensitivity for the
world
of
ame
of
Thrones
i.e.
the global average of Figure
8 is 2.1◦ . This is within the range
of 1.54.5◦ as assessed by the In
tergovernmental Panel on limate
hange for the real Earth IP,
2013, albeit at the lower end of
that range. However, the rela
tively short length 100 years of
my doubled carbon dioxide sim
ulation means that my results
need to be treated with cau
tion, as a longer simulation may
have resulted in greater warm
ing. The warming for a doubling
of carbon dioxide could also
have
implications
for
sealevel,
due to expansion of the warmer
oceans, and melting of glaciers
and, other forbid, The all. Pre
dicting future sealevel change
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is highly complex, but a very
approximate longterm prediction
can be made by considering that
during the Pliocene period of
the real Earth, 3 million years
ago, temperatures were about 3◦
warmer than today and sea level
was around 15 metres higher than
today IP, 2013, due to melting of
the reenland and west Antarctic
ice sheets. This suggests that my
modelled 2.1◦ increase in tempera
ture for a doubling of carbon
dioxide could result in a sea
level rise of about 10 metres in
the long term, surely enough to
inundate parts of coastal cities
including ings anding, towns and
villages, with resulting social un
rest and instability, and possibly
even more wars and deaths. As
such, as a climate scientist I
strongly encourage all the ing
doms of our planet to reduce
their emissions of carbon dioxide,
and seek alternative renewable
energy such as windmills.
5

onclusions

and

Future ork

In this paper, I have shown that:
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40
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limate models, because they are
based on fundamental physical
principles and not tuned to a
particular climate state, can
be used to simulate planets
other than the real Earth.
A
tumbling
orbit
of
the
planet around the Sun, com
bined with an angle of tilt of
about 10◦ , results in permanent
seasons and a modelled cli
mate in broad agreement with
the observational data as doc
umented in the itadel library.
The modelled climate can be
used to explain the likely at
tack plans of invading dragon
hordes from Essos, the domi
nance of the seas by the Iron
Fleet, the hibernation zones
of hite alkers in summer, and
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the trading routes between
esteros and the Free cities
across the arrow Sea.
The
winter
temperature
and
precipitation in the region of
The all resembles very closely
that of apland in SwedenFin
land, and Fairbanks, Alaska; the
climate of asterly ock resem
bles that of hangsha in hina,
and Houston, Texas.
The climate sensitivity of the
world of ame of Thrones is 2.1◦ ;
this amount of warming could
result in sea level rise of
about 10m in the long term.
Future work could include car
rying out similar simulations with
different climate models, as sug
gested
above,
perhaps
in
the
framework of a formal odel Inter
comparison Project, e.g. oTIP. In
particular, higher resolution mod
els with smaller gridboxes could
better resolve geographical fea
tures that could influence atmo
spheric circulation such as the
Frostfangs
north
of
The
all,
the Eyrie and even The all it
self. I have assumed that the ra
dius, rotation rate, and incoming
sunlight of the planet is the
same as the real Earth, and this
could also be further explored.
Further
analysis
of
the
atmo
spheric circulation, for example
the Hadley ells that transport
air and energy from the tropical
regions towards the poles could
be carried out, and similarly for
the ocean circulation for exam
ple the transport of energy
though the arrow Seas. The au
tumn and spring transitional sea
sons also need to investigated,
in particular whether the model
can reproduce the evidence doc
umented in the itadel library of
the severity of autumn storms.
I am sure that this will keep
me and others busy for years to
come
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